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event horizon for dune 2 vsti. this bank of skillfully crafted patches will bring you
instant inspiration. the sounds are based around a new custom wavetable with 64
all-new custom waveforms. these brand new waveforms allow for new and unique

sounds and timbres that were not possible with dune 2 until now! we've also
included the custom wavetable from our artisan edm dune 2 soundbank with an
additional 64 custom waveforms!check out the audio demo to see how versatile
these sounds are. the demo features 12 of the 100 patches. all the sounds you

need are here for making genres such as: edm, progressive house, electro house,
big room, festival house, trance, psy trance, nu-disco, dubstep and bass music,
minimal techno, tech house & more. airgigs is a global marketplace for hiring
professional session musicians, vocalists, and audio engineers. the talent pool
ranges from emerging artists to grammy award winners. it caters to musicians,

producers, and songwriters looking to enhance existing recording projects or take
musical ideas from concept to completion. service providers offer fixed and custom

pricing for services in categories such as song production, vocals, strings, horns,
keys, mixing, mastering, and more. to get the most out of dune, all you need to do
is assign the oscillators to a chosen voice, then to the mod matrix, and then to one

or more of the filters. in the case of the filters, you have the option of selecting
from any number of different filters, from the common 12, 24, and 12/24 bandpass
ladders, to the lp12/hp/bp/hp sweep, to bandpass filtees, to the basic filters such as

lowpass, highpass, and lowpass/highpass. you can also choose from 3 different
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filter types (filter 1, filter 2, filter 3). this allows you to apply any of the other filters
to a different voice. you can even split the filter types between the two oscillators.
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